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Dear everyone,
2021 is already showing glimmers of hope. As
the rate of new infections registers a sharp dip
over the last few months, the Indian economy
has begun to show signs of recovery. With the
nationwide vaccine roll out in place, consumer
conﬁdence and demand is set to grow at a rapid
pace in the months to come.
The recovery is set to further get a boost from
the progressive and growth-oriented Union
Budget 2021-22 announced by the Government
of India. The Budget has especially been
beneﬁcial for the textile industry. It has laid
a strong foundation for the future growth of
the textiles and clothing industry in India. In
line with the Centre’s efforts to position India
as a fully integrated, globally competitive
manufacturing and exporting hub for the
textile sector, the Government has proposed
a slew of schemes that are expected to attract
investments and boost employment generation.
In this issue, we take a deep look at how the
Budget of 2021 is expected to make India a
competitive manufacturing and exporting hub
for textiles. Industry experts from across the
sector share their views on the opportunities
that the Budget presents to all players of this
sector to fuel post-pandemic recovery.
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Moreover, this issue also takes a look at how fashion
senses are rapidly gravitating towards comfortable
apparel as homes have become hubs of work, play,
and rest. Over the last few months categories like
casual wear, loungewear, athleisure, nightwear, etc.,
have become fashion essentials. Also, the ‘Work
From Home’ – and ‘Study From Home’ – cultures
have also compelled consumers to thoughtfully
curate a home environment that’s comfortable to
work and study in, adding to a renewed
demand in categories like home office furniture
and home décor.
The issue outlines the growth and market dynamics
of these segments and outlines the opportunities
that they present to all businesses. We also showcase
a slew of industry veterans who elucidate on the
trends that are expected to pan out beyond the next
few months.
I hope you enjoy reading the issue. For FAQs about
shift in market dynamics, consumer sentiments, and
on all things related to fashion retail, do log on to our
website, https://www.indiaretailing.com/.
Cheers!!

Amitabh Taneja
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REEBOK

RELEASES FIRST-EVER KIDS
COLLABORATION WITH PEPPA PIG

R

eebok unveils its ﬁrst Reebok x
Peppa Pig kids-only collection
in partnership with Hasbro. This
bold, bright capsule collection was

inspired by Peppa’s world, her family
and her favorite activities and features
ﬁve energetic silhouettes for toddler
and preschool age children.

Highlights of the Reebok x Peppa Pig collection include:
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Complete Clean: Inspired by Peppa’s
little brother George and his dinosaur,
aka “Dine-Saw,” this Complete Clean
has a pop of blue on the upper to match
George’s signature blue t-shirt. The green
accents on the sides and heel of the shoe
pay tribute to George’s faithful dinosaur.

Classic Leather: This bright yellow
Classic Leather is representative
of Peppa’s signature rainboots and
includes a teal detail on the midsole
to nod to Peppa’s favorite activity –
splashing in puddles.

CL Jogger: This CL Jogger
is just as loud as Peppa is
with its red and pink upper.
Knowing that wherever
Peppa goes her teddy is
usually close by, the Velcro
strap features her teddy’s
face accompanied by a light
brown fur heel collar.

Club C: Emblematic of the illustrated
nature of Peppa’s world, this white
sneaker is dotted with drawings that
resemble Peppa’s universe. The sides of
the sneaker include outlines of drawings
to allow kids to color in the shoes and
make them their own.
Club C Slip On: The Club C Slip On
was created for all toddlers that love
to dress up like a princess, just like
Peppa. This is the only model that
will be available in toddler’s sizes
only.

All shoes, with the exception of the Classic Leather and preschool Club C, are
either slip-ons or feature hook-and-loop straps to ensure the shoes are easy
to put on and take off. The Classic Leather and preschool Club C come with
traditional laces.
The collection is available at select Reebok stores and online at shop4reebok.
com starting `3,599.
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CELEBRATE YOUR SPECIAL
SOMEONE WITH THE

FENDI 2021 ST.
VALENTINE’S DAY COLLECTION

F
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ENDI welcomes the season of love with a selection of
gifts for Women and Men to treat your loved one on St.
Valentine’s Day. From fashion-forward bags to charming
textiles, the range of FENDI products is thought to show love
and care to the lovers all over the worlds. The FENDI Pack
accessories – inspired by the packaging of the Maison – stand
out with their captivating graphic look and a charming colour
palette made of signature FENDI yellow and delicate powder
pink that deﬁne leather rigid bag-boxes and soft pouches
featuring practical drawstrings, as well as a pink Mon Trésor
bucket mini bag with the FENDI ROMA script.
The powder pink colour is the leitmotiv of the Women’s line that
additionally includes a padded Mini Baguette – also available
in a beaded version in its Nano and Pico size – with an all-over
FF logo motif, to be paired with a canvas Strap You. The buckle
of the iconic Baguette bag also delineates a selection of gold
fashion jewels – necklaces, bracelets and earrings – for Women,
whilst the Men’s one is in ruthenium and characterized by a
chain style with FF logo links.
Textiles, including powder pink foulards, wrappies and hair
accessories, add a romantic yet contemporary ﬂair with their
macro animalier, FF logo and Pequin prints. Presented in a
larger-scale version, the FF logo also peppers a cashmere scarf
and a belt for Men. The latest addition in the Men’s Peekaboo
family, the Peekaboo Essentially is the perfect gift for the
modern FENDI man, along with a selection of mini bags that
includes a Selleria Flat Baguette bag and a Camera Case with
the diagonal FF logo motif. The Fendimania Bracelet watch for
Women and Men and a selection of sunglasses, including the
Baguette for Women and the Fabulous 2.0 for Men, complete the
offer of this special collection. Available in FENDI boutiques
worldwide and on fendi.com.
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UNWRAPS ITS NEW
COLLECTION “24 CARAT LOVE”
FOR VALENTINE’S DAY 2021
“All you need is Love, and Diamonds”

Jewellery is an ideal symbol of love,
and Avama Jewellers prides itself
in curating the most beautiful and
unique pieces through exquisite
craftsmanship. With ﬁne ensemble
ranging from classic single line
diamond earrings and rose gold
bracelets to intricate ﬁnger rings using
solitaire diamond along with pendants
made from precious gemstones. The
brand has also curated special pieces
that include heart shaped earrings
and tennis bracelets in rose gold and
diamonds in their new collection “24
Carat Love” for this special day of love
- availing abundant choices to express
the three magical words to your partner
or loved one.
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AVAMA JEWELLERS

Rest assured, you will be spoilt for
choice with one of a kind designs, be
it traditional or contemporary with
Avama Jewellers.

I

t’s the most romantic time of the
year, and an important one for all
the love birds around the city. If
you’re a romantic at heart, then make
the most of it on Valentine’s Day next
month. Steer away from the predictable
gifts like chocolates and cheesy
greeting cards and opt for something
special this year. Spell out your love
with chic pieces of jewellery, which will
surely make your Valentine smile.
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From heart motifs to diamonds, you
can never go wrong with a sparkly
bauble. If you’re struggling with gift
ideas, then Avama Jewellers has
curated an amalgamation of most
gorgeous jewels that’ll say ‘I love you’
this Valentine’s Day. With numerous
gifting options ﬂoating around,
gifting a piece of jewellery is vastly
underrated, the opulence of which can
be compared to none.

Avama Jewellers is synonymous with
superior craftsmanship, exclusive
designs and superlative product
quality. The designs are a mélange
of ornate and sculpted pieces in gold,
diamonds and precious gems like
emeralds, sapphire; temple and kundan
jewellery and polki. The metal utilised
is pure and hallmarked.
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TUMI
T

UMI, the leading international
travel , lifestyle and performance
luxury brand, launches the
breakthrough TUMI Virtual Store to
debut its spring 2021 collection and
deliver an immersive and enhanced
Omnichannel experience to customers
all around the Asia Paciﬁc and Middle
East region.

More than just a shopping destination,
the new TUMI Virtual Store engages
visitors with digital interactive
activities that offer a fresh, state-of-theart evolution of more traditional digital
retail concepts.
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Ushering in a creative new age of
digital retail that connects fans with
the brand like never before, the TUMI
virtual store is a dynamic storytelling
medium that inspires customers
to embark on a journey through
thoughtfully designed interactive touch
points and activations. From exploring
the Virtual Store’s sophisticated visual
presentation of a cutting-edge space to
engaging with shareable social photo
moments and entertaining minigames; guests can also discover TUMI
products via mesmerizing 360° 3D
and AR implementations and shop the
Spring 2021 collection’s latest styles.

With the goal of being everywhere
where the customer is, the Virtual Store
adds another dimension in TUMI’s
evolving omnichannel retailing
approach conveying both the best
of TUMI’s modern design aesthetic
and its commitment to innovation.
As another pioneering landmark for
the brand, the launch of the TUMI
Virtual Store also sees TUMI rollout its
ﬁrst- ever Regional Livestream Event,
bringing all of the Asia Paciﬁc and
Middle East customers together in the
digital realm to unveil the Spring 2021
collection.
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LEADS INNOVATION IN TRAVEL
LIFESTYLE WITH THE UNCH OF
FIRST VIRTUAL STORE

Further enhancing the overall TUMI
O2O (“Online to Offline” but also
“Offline to Online”) shopping experience,
the Virtual Store is connected to other
TUMI shopping channels via its Chat
& Shop function allowing for seamless
customer movement to the point of
purchase. Customers exploring the
Virtual Store can easily connect with
sales associates to ask for advice and
questions, and to place orders, or they can
do so via the connected local e-commerce
websites. Furthermore, those visiting the
TUMI physical stores in the region can
explore the TUMI digital landscape via
in-store kiosks, for an enhanced offline
experience.

UNION BUDGET 2021:
A POSITIVE CALLS FOR INDIAN TEXTILE & APPAREL SECTOR?
The Union Budget 2021-22
presented by finance minister
Nirmala Sitharaman has
announced the initiation of a
slew of schemes for the Indian
fashion value chain and it was
mostly met with warm response
by industry stalwarts.

T

he Indian fashion retail industry
has been one of the most
adversely impacted sectors
during the coronavirus pandemic. The
initial shutdown had brands and retailers
reeling under tremendous loss. Even after
the lockdown was lifted, the industry had
to undergo a swift turnaround, adopt
technology and irrevocably change the
way traditional retail functioned.

Shivam Gautom
As such, the entire fashion retail
eco-system was looking forward for
the Annual Budget 2021, in the hopes
that positive policies and government
support will help the sector and the
millions employed by survive these
turbulent times.
The Union Budget 2021-22 presented by
ﬁnance minister Nirmala Sitharaman
has announced the initiation of a slew
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of schemes for the Indian fashion value
chain and it was mostly met with warm
response by industry stalwarts.
The Union Budget 2021-2022 has
witnessed a 10% increase in grants for
the textile and clothing sector, from
`3,300 crores in 2021 to `3,164 crores.
Conforming to the government’s
focus on infrastructure development
and research & capacity building,
these sectors have seen an increase
in grants by about 43.7% and 77.5%,
respectively, compared to last year.
The Budget also allocates `30 crores
for export Promotion Studies, `100
crores for Integrated Scheme for Skill
Development, as well as `700 crores
for Amended Technology Upgradation
Scheme (ATUFs) against `545 crore in
the last one.

FASHION FOR GOOD
CONSORTIUM PILOTS RESOURCE
EFFICIENT COTTON FARMING
Cotton makes up nearly 30% of global textile production, yet accounts for 24% of global
insecticide use and being a water intensive crop, can require up to 10,000 litres of water per
kilogram in its cultivation. Innovation in cotton farming practices is greatly needed to reduce
pesticide, land and water use.
IMAGES Fashion Bureau

F

ashion for Good launches a new, two-year pilot project in collaboration with leading brands Kering and
PVH Corp., and leading global textile manufacturer Arvind Limited to pilot a radically resource-efficient
cotton farming technology provided by Fashion for Good innovator, Materra (formerly hydroCotton).
Materra’s innovative combination of precision agriculture, environmental control and real-time data tracking
facilitate resilience for cotton farming in developing regions where climate and resources prove challenging
for cotton cultivation.
“38% of the fashion industry’s carbon footprint lies with raw materials production, preparation and
processing, innovations in this area such as radically resource efficient cotton farming, a staple ﬁbre
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INTRODUCES MAKE-IT-YOURS
INITIATIVE ON APPAREL

Speaking about the MiY initiative and
the launch of MiY on apparel, Vinod

T-shirts can be customized based
on the color, badges, diverse prints
and much more. In addition to this,
consumers can experiment with
characterized attributes such as adding
text (upto 15 characters on the front
and the back of the t-shirt), motorcycle
number on the number plate, along
with the motorcycle model they wish to
display on their T-shirt.
Customers will now be able to avail
beneﬁts of the MiY program at a
starting price of `3,200 for helmets and
from `1,250 for t-shirts respectively.
The customized apparel and gear
will be delivered to customers within
a period of 15-30 days. The MiY
offering can be availed from Royal
Enﬁeld’s official online store at store.
royalenﬁeld.com and will soon be
available at Royal Enﬁeld dealership
stores also.

PERSONALIZATION
// FEBRUARY
ISSUE | | 2020
2021
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Following enthusiastic consumer
response to MiY for the Meteor, the
Classic and the 650 Twin motorcycles,
Royal Enﬁeld today announced the
launch of MiY initiative for its range
of apparel and gear as well. With
MiY for apparel, consumers and
riding enthusiasts will now be able to
personalize their riding and lifestyle
essentials such as helmets and t-shirts,
by visiting Store.royalenﬁeld.com.
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F

or decades, Royal Enﬁeld
motorcycles have been a
canvas for customization and
personalization, as riding enthusiasts,
artists, and customisers across the
world have customised their Royal
Enﬁelds to reﬂect their own unique
personalities, truly making it their
own. Inspired by this, Royal Enﬁeld
introduced the Make It Yours initiative
- MiY, an inventive and unique
motorcycle personalization tool, along
with the Royal Enﬁeld Meteor 350.

With MiY for apparel, consumers
now have an exciting range of
personalization options across helmets
and t-shirts. There are now more than
7,000 distinctive options to personalize
one’s helmet, and more than 15,000
options to personalize t-shirts using
text, decals, graphics, colours, and
several other choices.
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ROYAL ENFIELD

K. Dasari, CEO, Royal Enﬁeld,
said, “In an effort to transform
the experience of purchasing
and owning a Royal Enﬁeld
motorcycle, we launched the
Make It Yours initiative with
the Meteor 350. A ﬁrst of its
kind, engaging and exciting
purchase journey, MiY has
received fabulous response from
consumers. We are extremely
happy to extend the Make It Yours
initiative to our range of apparel,
including t-shirts and helmets. This
brings alive the true potential of MiY,
as enthusiasts can now wear their
personality, on or off the saddle. ”

WGSN:
“ LOUNGEWEAR WON’T STAY STILL, IT IS
EVOLVING AND ELEMENTS OF IT WILL BECOME
A CORE CATEGORY.”
In an exclusive interview, IMAGES Business of Fashion talks to Francesca
Muston, Vice President, Fashion, WSGN about the evolving loungewear
market and its relevance in the near future.
IMAGES Fashion Bureau

Post the pandemic, a renewed
demand has been witnessed for
apparel that are comfortable to work
in, yet presentable enough for virtual
meetings, social media appearances.
What growth has this industry seen
since the lockdown?
–Francesca Muston,
Vice President, Fashion, WSGN

The shift to loungewear is a trend that
has accelerated in the last ten months
but it’s important to understand that
it did not come out of nowhere as a
reaction, it is rooted in bigger drivers
that existed pre- pandemic.
At WGSN we explored those drivers in
a forecast we published in March 2019
called Considered Comfort which was

all about how fashion would respond
to people’s changing relationship
with the home, as we tracked homes
becoming the hub of a multifunctional
system for living.
WGSN’s Barometer, a proprietary
fashion social media tracker, saw
loungewear mentions in continuous
growth for 18 months from August
2018. I’m not saying this to prove
WGSN’s forecasting abilities, but to
emphasise that loungewear was always
going to be commercially relevant with
or without COVID 19, and that we were
already signaling a market opportunity
and structural shift in the making, one
to more casual and versatile garments
characterised by their ability to work
for people who were spending more
time in-home.
What that means for the brands that
rely on, or had big business in product
areas where their share of spend has
now been decimated at speed by
the pandemic, is they are unlikely to
recover the sales volume or sales value
space they occupied in the market
pre-March.
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that gives a feather-light feel, vivid colours and
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